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A COW’ACT REACTOR/ORC PONER SOURCE

Karl L. Meier, Walter L. Kirchner, and
Gordon J. Uillcutt
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Reactor Design and Analysis Group (Q-12)
Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

A compact power source that combines an organic
Rankine Cycle (ORC) electric generator with a
nuclear reactor heat source is being designed and
f~bricated. Incorporating existing ORC technology
with proven reactor technology, the compact reactor/
ORC power source offers high reliability while mini-
mizing the need for component development. Thermal
power at 125 kbltis removed from the coated patifcle
fueled, graphite moderated reactor by heat pipes
operating at 500”C, Outside the reactor vessel and
connected to the heat pipes are vaporizers in which
the toluene ORC working fluid is heated to 370=C,
In the turbine-alternator-pump (TAP) combineJ-ro-
tating unit, the th~nnal energy of the toluenr?is
converted to 25 klie of electric power. Lumped
parameter systems analyses combined with a finite
element thermal analysis have aided in the power
source design. Th? analyses hdVe provided assurance
of reliable multiyear nomsal operation as WC1l as
full power operation with upset conditions, such as
failed heat pipes and inoperative ORC vaporizers,
Because of inherent high reliability, long life, and
insensitivity to upset conditions, this power source
is especially suited for use in remote, inaccessible
locations where fuel delivery and maintenance costs
are high.

COWACT NUCLEA2 POKR SOURCE (CNPS)

The CNPS is a combination Gf a nuclear reactor
heat source and an OPC electric generating system.
Overall dimension o: the CNPS are 1,7 m diameter and
3.5 m high, In the reactor, 125 klit of thermal
power is generated and transferred! to h?at pipes
embedded in the core. Flowing out of the heat pipes
and into the vaporizers, thp heat Is absorbed in the
toluene ORC wcrklng fluid. At a conversion effi-
ciency of 201, the turbine-alternator pump (TAP) of
the ORC converts the heat in the toluene to 25 kUe
of electric power. The condenser rejects the
remaining 100 kbltof waste heat to the ambient air
by forced convection,

Important design features of the CNPS are its
transportability and modularity, Uith a total
weight of under 10 Mg in its assembled state, trans-
portation by helicopter, fixed-wing aircraft, barge,
or tracked vehfcle is possible, Remote, inacces-
sible locations such as canmunication, or radar
sites, characterized by high fuel delivery and main-
tenance costs, are prime applications for the CNPS.
Becaus? the CNPS is designed for 20-yrs of normal
operation without refuelin

Y
and for minimal mainte-

nance, the potential for s gnificant life cycle cost
reduction over that of conventional diesel genera-
tors exists, High reliability is incorporated in
the design through the use of proven canponsmt

*Numbers in parentheses designate References at the
eno of the paper,

technology. A long mean-time-between-failure (MTBF)
results from redundant components and a design with
few moving parts. Figure 1 is a three-dimensional
cutaway view of the CNPS showing the vessel, reactor
core, reflector~, control rod:, heat pipes, and
vaporizers.

The reactor combines a number of inherent safety
features (1*).
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mized by the use A9.9% enriched
coated partic’1 fuel retains virtually all the fis-
sion products generated throughout the 20-yr life of
the reactor. Transier,teffects are mitigated by the
large graphite mass of the core. A strong negative
temperature coef~icient of reactivity is the salient
inherent safety feature, limiting peak reactor tem-
peratures well below failure limits in any credible
accident scenario. No active cooling systzm is
required for decay-heat removal. With mechanical
stops on the control rodst core temperatures are
limited to a maximum of 750 C under an uncontrolled
reactivity insertion accident.

Several types of converters were investigated
for possible use in the CNPS. Among those investi-
gated were thermoelectric converters, Brayton
Stirling, and Rankine cycle engines, Because of the
requirement for high reliability and the desire to
achieve this by inco~orating proven technology, the
less well known technology embodied in the Stirling
cycle concepts was not considered,

Brayton cycle converter efficiencies are in
general lower than Rankine cycle converters for the
same inlet and outlet temperatures. To achieve
reasonable efficiencies of 20 to 25% from e Brayton
cycle, the reactor design operating temperature
WOU1d have t6 be increased appreciably, with
attendant reliability and materials concerns.

Thermoelectric (TE’s) were studied extensively
for this application and may have superior reliabil-
ity because the conversion system 15 essentially d
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Fig. 1, CNPS reactor, ,$J 1 Ii



static Systm. However, several disadvantages
accrue to thennoelectrlcs (lEs). Because of the
lower efficiency of TEs and their decreased output

with time, the cost of the overall system 1s
higher. A TE converter system is also relatively
larger and heavier, and costs extrapolate linetsrly
with power.

The Rankfne cycle converters evaluated were ORC,
steam, and lfqufd metal. Liquid metal Rankine sys-
tems are not sufficiently developed and have not
demonstrated long-term reliability. Steam Ranklne
systms present water quality and Corrosion problems
that require maintenance. In addition, an arctic
environment could pose water freezing difficulties.

An ORC convetier was selected fop the CNPS
because of fts relative high ●fficiency, ccxupact-
ness, and demonstrated long-tens reliability. High
●fficiency leads to reduced cr,sts, size, and
weight, Several ORC systems have been designed and
tested in the past several years (2). Lower temper-
ature, freon-working-fluid unltt deployed in the
field have shown multfyear reliability fn remote and
arctic applicatfnns (3). Therefore, for this appli-
cation, the ORC shined the most prmlse and cost
●ffectiveness.

As schematically shown in Fig. 2, 125 kilt of
reactor heat at 500 C IS removed from the core by 12
heat pipes. Surrounding the upper condenser section
of th~ heat pipes are the cofled tube vaporizers in
which the tc!uene Is heated to 370”C, The TAP gen-
erates 25 kHe of olectrltal power and efficiency is
fmproved by inco~orating a regenerator b~tween the
turbine ●xhaust and condenser to preheat the toluene
as it 4s returned to the vaporizers by the pkmnp.
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Ffg, ?. Capact r@actor/ORC pmmr source.

REACTOR

The CNPS reactor core is 120 cm in diameter and
110 cm high. Surrounding the core is a graphtte
radial reflector 20 cm thick. The axial reflectors
are graphite, and both the Iuer and upper reflec-
tors are 25 cm thick. Above the upper reflector 1s
a 20-cm-thick graphite top reflector/shield that
serves prfmaril) as a neutron attenuating shield.
Both the lower and top reflectors are contoured to
the shape of the vessel bed.

With a c/235u ratio of about 3000 to 1, the
graphite purity and density have a large effect on
reactivity. Purity is measured by boron equivalent
(BE), vfhfch is derived b.y ratfolng the neutron
absorption cross section (On) of a particular
elewmt or fsotope to the cross s=tfon of natural
boron (OB), multiplying by the concentration of
the elmnent in parts per million by weight, Xn
(pm), and summing over all elsments.

n

OE. z %n (ppm)
1=1 ‘B

Because critical mass, hence size, and fuel loading,
hence cost, are important, a very low BE is desired
in the reactor, For the graphite core blocks and
radial reflector, the BE is specified at a mdximum
of 2.0 ppm. A BE as high ds 6.0 ppm can be toler-
ated in the ~xial reflectors.

Also, the graphite density must Le relatively
high so as to provide the neressary coefficie[ltof
reactivity, k ft, without an undue incredse in
size. BotP t%e core blocks and radial reflector
have a specified density cf 1.8 g/cm~, Because
the reactivity effect of the anlal reflectors is
less, the density of these blocks is 1,78 g/cm3.
The high graphite densities are dchieved by pitch
impregnation of the graphite prfor tG machining,

A total of 492 fuel rod holes are drilled intn
the core blocks as shown in Fig, 3, Twelve beet
pipes mad~ of Zr2,5Nb, with potassium a$ the wurhfng
fluid, transfer the reactor heat out of the core at
500 c. five control rods, made of Li~C abs~,-ber
pellets contained in statnless steel cladding (or
possibly lnconel), reside in the central core block,

Bet@men the reflectors and th- Inconel vessel is
5 cm of Min-K cellular insulation to reduc~ hedt
losses from the reactor. Protruding through tho
fnsu]atfon ar~ ceramic standoffs around the reactor
circumference? and at the top. Ceramic pedestals
support the 6-Mg reactor internals from below. A
l-cm-thick henxetically sealed Incon@l vessel ~on-
tains the reactor, helim cover gas fills the
fnterstice$ between graphite blocks, heat pfpc$, and
control ruds, In addition to supplyfng helium to
the CNPS, the helium cover gas system has the capa-
bility of removing off-gas products @voltiing from
the lnsulatio~ and grcphite blocks.

FU[L

The CWS reactor fuel is in the fomn of urantum
mycarb!de (uCo) sph~rfcal kern~ls 500 urn fn diam
Qter, Sequential coating of the k~rnels with porous
carbon, pyrolitic carbon, t{lfcon carbide, and pyro
lftic carbon results in spherical partfcl~s =1 am in
dfameter, Acting Iikc tiny pressur? vetsels, the so
call~d “TRISO” particles are dettgned to rrtaln vfr.
tually all fission products g8nerated throughout thr
20-yr lffe of th~ r~actor, and at temprratur?s a
factor of two high~r than noms 1 operating
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Fig. 3. Reactor cross section.

~ond+tions, Safeguards problems are eliminated
because the kernels cent in low-enrichment uranium
(LEU] which is19.9Z23~U, The CNPS reactor con-
)j;;s‘ 64 kg of hmvy metal, of which 13 kg fs

Despfce the relatively long Operating time
of 20. yrs without refuelfng, fuel burnup is a rela-
tively low 15 MUd/kg (1.6? FIPA), compared to par-
ticle des{gn burnup of 100 MUd/kg. The fuel par-
tfcles are mixed witn a pitch binder and formed into
cylindrical fuel rod ccmpacts 1,3 cm fn diameter and
4 cm long. Similar compacts are currently manufac-
tured for hilh-temperature gas reactors (HTGRs) now
operating in the Unfted States.

NEUTRDNICS AND SAFETY

Analytical neutronics calculations were used to
dctennine the ‘-actor physical zlze and fuel loading
(4). Design calculations were perfomed wfth the
multfgrou~ transport theory caputer code TWODANT
(4), and supporting benchmark calculations were ~de
wfth the Monte Carlo code WNP (4). Reactor de’.fgn
trade-off studies were performed to reach a config-
uration that was Inherently safe, and could operate
for 20-yrs wfthout refu~ling, but was also of mlni-
mm ~~st, SIZQ, Qnd weight. The graph of Fig. 4,
shas that a low mass, but high fuel cost, 1OW-!$*;
rcactur can be bu!lt with a low 10 to 1 Lt
rat~o, H ver, the graph of Ftg. 5 shows tha~ at a
low C/23~ ratfo the temperature coefficient of
reactivity is also very small, A lane negative
temperature coefficient of reactivity Is one of the
most Important safety characteristics of the CNPS

Fig. 4. Reactor weight vs. C/235U ratio.
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Fig, 5. Reactivity defect vs. C/235U ratfo,

reactor. At the CNPS reactor design C/235U ratio
of 3W0 to 1, a secondaq weight and size minimum
exists and a large negative temperature Coefficient
4s present. Also, the fissile invento~ 1s signifi-

cantly red!lced resultiny In a major cost savings.
With mechanical stops :,1tl,econtrol rods, the tem-
perature coefficient limit; thr maximum reactor tem-
pc.ratureto a safe level of 750”C. This temperature
Ilmftatlon occurs during tha maximum cr~dible acci-
dent scenario in which all rods are driven out to
the stops and all heat-pi~e coolfng ceases.

This and other accident scenarios have been
investigated and have found the CNPS rractor to be
safe under all credible accident conditions (5).
With the reactor shutdown, decay-heat removal is
maintained by passive conduction to th? environ-
ment. The safety characteristics of this reactor
are such that ft fs not possible for the fuel to
reach temperatures in excess of 950”C, which is far
below th~ temperatures at fiich pislticlefuel fail-
ure begins [14PO”C),

At beglnnfng of life (B(l), the maximum reacti-
vity at room temperature fs keff = 1.105 with all
rvds out. The tmsspertturerise frnm mmbient to the
ver~qe graphite operating temper~ture of 560 C
results fn a reactivity change of Akeff = -0,06.



During the 20-y”s after BOL, depletion of 235U and
buildup of fission products results in an additional
Akeff = -0.04. Gradual withdrawal of the B4C
control rods compensates for the negative reactivity
resulting from increasing temperature and fuel
depletion throughout the 20-yr life. Total reactor
power Is 135 kUt, c{ which 125 kUt is transferred to
the t61uene and 10 klitis lost by conduction through
the insulation, support structure, etc.

HEAT PIPES

Heat pipes transfer 125 ktitof reactor heat from
the core through the vessel head to the toluene
vaporizers. In the CNPS, there are 12 heat pipes,
each transferring iO.4 kiit. The hedt-pipe tubes hre
made of a zimonium/niobium alloy, Zr2.5Nb, and are
6.lcm o.d. by 5.7 cm id. and 2.5m long. Reactor
heat flows from the cope blocks, across a helium-
filled gap, to the heat pipes, where the potassium
working fluid evaporates and flws upward to the
condensing region of the pipe. As the potassium
condenses, it releas~s its latent heat to the tolu-
ene flowing through coiled Inconel tubes in the
individual vaporizers which encircle each heat
pipe. The heat pipes constitute a closed system and
have no moving parts. The potassimn flows back to
the evaporator region in the core by gravity and is
evenly distributed by a knu;.led-wull wicking
structure.

Although extensive testing hds been petiotmed on
many types of heat pipes (6,7), testing has not been
performed on this type of alloy tube with a knurled-
wall wick, potassium working fluid, and in close
contact with graphite. A 2m long Zr2.5Nb test heat
pipe was fabricated and testing in a graphite cylin-
der with a helium cover gas is now being conducted,
and has passed 5000 h n: successful opel-ation at
50!3°C. Because the test primarily investigates
materials cunpatibility rather thdn heat-pipe per-
formance limits, the power lev 1 is 2 klit and the

!axial power density (0.2 w/cm ) 1s approximately
half of what will exist in the CNPS heat pipes.

ORGANIC RANK]NE CYCLE CONVERTER

Because of previous design and fabrication
experience and demonstrated long term reliability at
high ●fficiency (B), an ORC concept was chosen to
convf!rt125 kkltof CNPS reactor heat Into 25 kUe of
el~btrical energy. High efficiency reduces the
ovprall CNPS cost, size, and weight. Life cycle
cost competitiveness with fossil fueled systems is
important. Minimization of size and weight is also
important for ease of installation In remote and
inaccessible locations.

As shown in Fig. 6, the main components of the
ORC are the TAP, vaporizers, regenerator, and con-
denser. A simplified temperature entropy diagram is
provided in Fig, 7, Toluene was chosen as the
wcrking fl ;Id because of previous experience with
and successful operation of ORC units wf*,h thfs
fluij. A supercritical oper”ting cycle provides
high themnl e;~iciencies in \he 20.24% range, and
with a fw?zing potnt of -95 C, antic conditions
present no complications.

In Figs. 6 and 7, the cycle can be traced
starting at point 1 and proceeding to point 2, where
the pun

!’
raises the toluene ORC fluid pressure to

51@a ( 00 psi). Regenerative heat addition, from
points 2 tom3, raises the vaporizer inlet tempera-
ture to 225 C, Vaporizer heat addition rqises the
toluene to supercritfcal conditions at 370 C and 5
~a, Nearly isotropic expansfon takes place in the
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Fig. 6. @RC system schematic.
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Fig. ~. Toluerw temperature :s, entropy curve.

single-sta~e turbine at d flow rate of 14 kg/rein
(points 5 to 6), After regenerative cooling, the
condenser returns the toluene (points 1 to 6) 10
pump entrance, at 300 kPa and 65”C, Mot evident
from Fig. 6 1s the fact that the turbine, alterna-
tor, and pump are all on a ccnmnon rotating shaft,
and that system is hermetically zealed. AlthougF
the exact configuration of the ORC and system compo.
nents has not been finalized, few moving parts are
required, During normal operation only the ‘TAP is
rotating in the toluene loop. A cooling fan pro-
vldts fo~ed air convection for the condenser.

Of the 25 kue of high frequency AC power gen,?ra-
tad by the TAP, 20 kHe is available to the load. Of
the 5 kbieof housekeeping pouer, 2 kUe is required
by the condenser fan, 1 1/2 kUe is consmed by the
triole-redundant computer control system, and 1
1/2 kkie is dissipated in power conditioning
equipment,

Two c~letely independent ORC systems arc used
in the CNPS, Either ORC can receive heat from the
reactor when appropriate valve positions are selec-
ted. A fossil fuel heat sourxe is a~ailable to pro-
vide 125 kUt of heat to either one of the ORC units
in the unlikely went t},at the reactor needs main-
tenance, Dual OK units U11OU continuous operation
with one ORC while the second ORC unit receives
annual maintenance, A feu hours of preventive main-
tenance (FM) ar? all that is required to change fil-
ters and bleed the condenser of noncondenslble gases.



The tolue)?ethermal decomposition rate is well
known, but the radiation-induced decomposition rate
is not. Radiation-induced toluene decomposition
experiments are being prepared and will be performed
in a test loop fitked with a prototype heat pipe and
vaporizer. Current estimates indicate that replace-

ment of the tclucne working fluid will be required
al intervals of several years as PM.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

The Crtt’swas designed for reliable, long-term
operation with minimal maintenance. To increase
reliability, the ccre, heat pipes, and vaporizers
were design~d to withstand cot or two heat-pipe (or
vaporizer) failures and coni.,,,ueto operate at full
rated power output.

A lumped-parameter systems ana;ysis computer
code, LASAN (9), is being used as a design tool to
establish and confirm design parameters. One
lumped-parameter analysis perfotmed looks at the
core temperatures at the radial midplane (Fig. 3).
Included in the anal~sls are the zcre, radial
reflectnr, insulation, vessel, cooling air, heat
pipes, and vaporizers. Although as yet only par-
tially complete, the analytical results show:
1) the effect on tne system of one or two heat-pipe
failures in the outer row where consequences are
most severe; 2) the need for toluene flow redistri-
bution away from failed vaporizers; 3) core conduc-
tance effects; and 4) tessel heat losses, The
design basis values of core helium gap conductance
were detetlninedby calculations made with the ABAQUS
(10) finite-element computer code and were used to
benchmark the lumped-parameter analysis.

Results of the analysis are shown in Table I for
steady state normal operation, operation with one
outer-row heat pipe failed, and operation with two
nonadjace~t outer-row heat pipes failed. Because
the toluene decomposition rate increases rapidly at
temperatures above 400”C, it is desirable to keep
the maximum toluene temperature below this level.
As the data of Table I sh,ow,normal operation heat-
pipe temperatures are 500 C and the maximum toluene
temperature is 370”C. When a heat pipe falls, the
reactor heat from that region of the core flows to
neighboring beat pipes. The increased heat flow
raises the temperature of the neighboring heat
pipes, vaporizer, and toluent?, Hithout flow redis-
tribution, 1/12 of the toluene flows unheated
through a nonoperat~ng vaporizer. A maximum toluene
temperature of 433 C results in neighboring vapori.
zers, By redistribution (that is, valving off the
fl~w to failed vaporizers), toluene twnpeoraturescan
be ret(~rnedto an acceptable level: 390 C with two
failed heat pipes, A thermostatically actuatet, or

motor-operated valve on eac;l vaporizer exit would
accomplish the necessary flow redistributiotl.

A Second lumped-pardmeter systems analysis in
the axial RZ plane is alto being perfonsed on the
CNPS. The model is shown in Ffg, 8. In add!tion to
the reactor vessel and internals, the model fi,c?ud~s
axial vessel cool’ng air flow and the concrete
vault, Insulation thickness can be varied, and
coolil~gair baffles can be added,

Initial calculaticmal results Indicate that
durin nonn~l o eration the average vessel tempera-

!!ture s 165 C u th an air flow of 750 kg/h (J20 cfm)
and an inlet temperature of 20’C. Without flow
baffles, the center of the lower vessel head is r@l-
at~vely cold, and the edges of the upper vessel h6ad
&re ,aelativelyhot. A 230-C temperature difference
arises and urtwantedthermal stressns result, Adding
hit”flow baffles at the bottom center of the vessel

Table 1. Systems Analysis Results
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md at the upper ●edges produces an average vessel
temperature? of 128 C, tiith only a 20”C top-to-bottom
t~perature variation.

A hypothetical loss-of-cooling-air accident
scenario has been investigated with the axial sys-
tems analysis model. With all control rods out to
the limit of the mechanical stops and no heat-pipe
cooling, the reactor core temperature was assuned to
rise to its equilibrium value of 750”C. Concrete
vault temperatures will rise above 150”C in a few
days without cooling air flow. Hence, some cooling
air flow must be malntalned, so that concrete tem-
peratures will remain well below the desired 100 C
structural limit.

STATUS

Zero-power criticality (2P) tests are being pre-
pared and will be performed on a core mockup of the
CNPS reactor. The 2P tests will be perfo~d on a
configuration similar to that of the actual reactor,
●xcept that the core blocks and lower reflectors are
placed on a movable hydraulic ram, The radial and
upper refl=tors are placed up above on a htgher-
level ‘balcony.” A portion of the fuel is loaded
into the core blocks and the ram is raised into the
reflector assembly from below. A Californium
iCf)-f\otop~ souwe provides neutrons to begin the
chain react:on in what are called “approach-to-
critical te;ts.” klhenroughly one-third of the fuel
is loaded irto the cr-e, cold criticality is

reach~. The ram drops out of the reflector a$sem-
bly dnd the chain reaction is stopped before the
components becune activated. Other 2P tests will
alSfJ be conducted to detennlne control rod worth,
temperature coefficients, and power profiles,

Several canponents of the CNPS are currently
being fabricated. The initial particle fuel load 1s
in production. Graphite blocks for the core mockup
are being fabricated. The fuel and the graphfte
blocks will be fnitially used to conduct the 2P cri-
tical tests, @nd then “recycled” for loading in the
actual CNPS reactor vessel.
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